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Abstract: Industry 4.0 has remarkably transformed many industries. Supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) architecture is important to enable an intelligent and connected manufacturing
factory. SCADA is extensively used in many Internet of Things (IoT) applications, including data
analytics and data visualization. Product quality management is important across most manufac-
turing industries. In this study, we extensively used SCADA to develop a cloud-based analytics
module for production quality predictive maintenance (PdM) in Industry 4.0, thus targeting textile
manufacturing processes. The proposed module incorporates a complete knowledge discovery in
database process. Machine learning algorithms were employed to analyze preprocessed data and
provide predictive suggestions for production quality management. Equipment data were analyzed
using the proposed system with an average mean-squared error of ~0.0005. The trained module was
implemented as an application programming interface for use in IoT applications and third-party
systems. This study provides a basis for improving production quality by predicting optimized
equipment settings in manufacturing processes in the textile industry.

Keywords: Internet of Things; knowledge discovery in a database; machine learning; predictive maintenance

1. Introduction

Internet of things (IoT) is a system of interconnection and communication between
physical objects, sensors, and software; it comprises a perception layer, network layer, and
application layer. IoT technologies include edge components (e.g., device, sensors, and
actuators) and network-to-cloud connectivity (e.g., software and system). The industrial
IoT (IIoT) integrates data, devices, and industrial systems to facilitate automation, moni-
toring, and intelligence. Due to the rapid development of IIoT-related technologies, large
amounts of device data are uploaded to the cloud [1] IIoT is focused on value creation
or cocreation by the improved management of industrial assets, production quality, and
quantity. Depending on the nature of the industry, most IIoT providers offer several ap-
plications. The most well-known examples are Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services,
and Cloudera; however, in the factory production line, each industry has its unique man-
ufacturing processes and equipment set. In the textile industry, current manufacturing
process planning usually depends on the operating experience of senior employees. Most
related studies aim to solve the energy waste problem and supplier management selection
for manufacturing. Some studies examined predictive maintenance (PdM) for product
quality by analyzing the equipment set for textile manufacturing. For the textile industry,
the equipment is extremely expensive; one advanced textile equipment average cost is
$140,178. Learning the equipment setting from the existing data through data analytics
technologies is an efficient approach for the manufacturing process. Data analytics is an
economic approach to enable equipment intelligence without purchasing new equipment
by optimizing the parameter setting of equipment in the production line. To address these
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challenges, herein, we developed a hybrid method combining the best practice of the
existing manufacturing process and to-be Industry 4.0 to analyze equipment data, predict
the quality of production, and maintain equipment settings in the textile manufacturing
process. Compared with other modules, this study provides integrated functionalities from
data analytics and machine learning (ML) model deployment. Users can then import data
and use trained data model to monitor current equipment settings and modify parameter
settings in a timely manner. For effective industrial management, the effective use of
industrial Big Data to enhance the manufacturing efficiency is important. In this study,
data analysis methods were applied to equipment data for improving production quality
in textile manufacturing processes. This study is split into two parts: data analysis and
deployment of trained model. The former focuses on PdM for improved production quality,
whereas the latter targets value creation through smart manufacturing. We surveyed cloud
computing-related research and employed ML to analyze data from different industries.
The aims of this study are listed below:

To examine the prediction outcome of different ML algorithms in real textile equip-
ment data.

To make an economic approach to predict product quality using existing equipment
data in the ML module without purchasing a new intelligent device.

To provide PdM application programming interface (API) to predict textile production
quality in the textile manufacturing field.

1.1. Textile Manufacturing

Textile manufacturing involves several processes and equipment. Considering one
textile factory as an example, the manufacturing facility contains ~2000 textile carts [2].
The textile industry heavily depends on manufacturing technologies and must account for
factors such as materials, equipment settings, and facility planning. IoT-related technolo-
gies are efficient tools for textile companies to manage complex manufacturing plans and
facilities. Herein, as a case study, we used one global textile company, applying data ana-
lytics to predict the equipment settings required to improve product quality in their factory.
Such textile products must pass via four manufacturing steps, including warping, sizing,
beaming, and weaving, all of which can influence quality of finished goods (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Textile manufacturing process.

1. Warping

Warping involves the parallel winding of yarns onto a warp beam of the desired width.
During warping, yarn is transferred in parallel from cones positioned on the creel onto the
warper beam [3,4]. A warping machine comprises several parts, including the warping
drum, creel, and headstock. For the warping process, the warping machine is used to bind
multiple yarns from individual yarns (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Warping machine structure.

2. Sizing

Sizing is the next step after warping; it involves applying a protective coating to the
yarn to minimize breakage during the weaving process and to improve the absorption
and wear characteristics of finished fabric. The sizing machine coats the yarn surface with
an appropriate film-forming polymeric material and impregnates the yarn’s core using a
binding agent (Figure 3).
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3. Beaming

In the beaming process, warp yarns are withdrawn from individual packages on creel
and wound onto a single creel or warping beam. The beaming machine is then used to
wind beams using a yarn (Figure 4).
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4. Weaving

In textile manufacturing, product quality depends on the quality of the Work in
Process (WIP) at each stage of the process. Warping, beaming, and sizing affect the quality
of textiles in the weaving process.

1.2. IIoT and Textile Manufacturing

On a factory production line, different equipment is used for different processes, and
equipment settings differ as per process specifics. Speed is an important factor in the
warping process [5], and tension is important in the weaving process [6]. In beaming, the
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focus is on material density settings. In general, equipment speed and tension are important
factors for determining the quality of WIP in warping, beaming, sizing, and weaving.
Excessively high tension may cause yarns to fracture, whereas excessively low tension may
cause yarn breakage [6,7]. Equipment settings account both for the type of process and the
composition of raw materials. Settings are determined based on the particular specifications
of a textile product, including its weave structure and material. Considerable amount of
data are generated by complex manufacturing equipment and raw materials used in textile
manufacturing. At each stage in the manufacturing process, effective communication and
data sharing are important for efficient quality management. IIoT can connect multiple
equipment and other physical objects using network technologies via software platforms
such as supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA). Data can be collected from the
edge to the cloud, and the user can access the integrated information and make extended
applications such as manufacturing visualization, predictive analytics, and operation
management. Recently, IIoT technology has been applied to textile manufacturing [2,8];
textile manufacturing facilities, materials, and other sources of industrial management data
can be used in an IIoT application for digitalization, automation, and learning purposes.
IIoT technology has been employed in PdM analytics for yarn [9] and seam quality [10].
The primary applications of IIoT in textile manufacturing include equipment and supply
chain management; however, quality management is an important issue in the textile
industry. To address the challenges of quality management in a complex textile production
line, we applied ML algorithms to equipment data for quality prediction. Manufacturing
processes and equipment settings can be promptly analyzed and visualized on a cloud
platform. The aims of this study are listed below:

• To predict textile production quality using ML.
• To create a PdM API for cloud data analytics that can be integrated with third party IoT.
• To enhance production line performance and enable smart manufacturing.

We predicted production quality and employed an integrated trained module for
further use. In Section 1.3, we discuss the trend in IIoT technologies and review the PdM-
related literature on manufacturing. In Section 2, we describe the primary ML algorithms
used to analyze equipment data in a practical factory and the dataset and evaluation criteria.
The results of our analyses are presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the impact of
cloud data analytics and related matters. Finally, Section 5 concludes this study, describing
the study’s significance and limitations and providing suggestions for future work.

1.3. Current Trends in IIoT and PdM

As per an International Data Corporation (IDC) report, the global sales of IoT-related
technologies reached USD 726 billion in 2019 and are expected to reach USD 1.1 trillion in
2023, a 51% increase, based on the latest forecast by IDC, with manufacturing operations
accounting for 13% market share [11]. IIoT is projected to rapidly grow with the market
size reaching USD 949 billion by 2025, as per a report by Grand View Research [12].
Worldwide spending on IIoT-related software and hardware is projected to increase from
USD 68.8 billion in 2019 to USD 98.2 billion in 2024 as per a report by a market research
firm [13]. Most IoT market reports indicate a significant potential for IoT technologies
and predict growth for the rapidly developing IIoT market. IIoT-related technologies
include data connection, cyber networks, cloud platforms, data storage, and software
applications. Zhou et al. analyzed the effects of energy consumption on data processing
and system design [14]. Other studies examined 5G communication technology for IIoT [15].
Recently, certain researchers have focused on data analytics to address IIoT challenges using
computational approaches such as ML and data mining [16,17]. Technologies for secure
device communication have been employed in IIoT system development [18,19], and many
studies have been dedicated for deploying cloud systems in IoT application layers such
as a Blockchain-based platform [20], production-logistics systems [21], and visualization
applications [22]. IIoT technologies are associated with software, hardware, and firmware.
IIoT systems include devices, networks, security, data analytics, and software applications.
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Most previous studies independently focused on one of the above issues. In this study, for
PdM analysis, we combined data analytics and system design to develop a restful API.

The high expense and complexities of maintaining the sophisticated equipment used
in modern manufacturing drive the demand for enhanced production efficiency. PdM for
Industry 4.0 involves the prediction of equipment failure by analyzing data (e.g., equip-
ment, production, and environmental data) to identify patterns and predict issues before
anomalies are noticed. PdM has attracted considerable attention in the manufacturing
industry, and global companies, such as Microsoft, GE, and Bosch, already provide PdM
solutions for manufacturing. We reviewed 1154 PdM-related studies for the last five years,
thus analyzing the time trends and disciplinary distributions of emerging PdM-related
topics. We reported that intelligence and automation are the primary concerns driving
PdM-related studies with the most common forms of research being system design, sys-
tematic analysis, and critical review. High-frequency keywords for PdM-related studies
include “Cloud”, “Industry”, “IoT”, “Big Data”, and “Intelligent.” For a better understand-
ing of the PdM-related trend, we analyzed the comprehensive profile of PdM by reviewing
studies from Google Scholar. Publish or Perish (PoP) software was used to survey relevant
and related studies from 2010 to 2019. PdM is extensively employed in manufacturing
processes (Table 1).

Table 1. Highly cited PdM-related studies.

Year Highlights of Thestudies

[23] 2017 Proposed an intelligent system for maintaining vibration and temperature in an
electricity power plant

[24] 2015 Predicted electric power transformer failure by monitoring dissolved gases in oil

[25] 2017 Analyzed industrial data to predict the remaining life of important components of
machining equipment

[26] 2015 Proposed a cost evaluation model for optimizing maintenance decision variables

[27] 2017 Predicted fault diagnosis and remaining useful life and implemented a
maintenance schedule based on the proposed system

[28] 2017 Surveyed PdM-related trends and techniques and provided suggestions for
implementing factory PdM

[29] 2016 Reported that intelligent PdM can satisfy customers’ needs and change global
markets in the manufacturing industry

[30] 2017 Discussed vehicular IoT and car PdM with connected technologies

[31] 2018 Used data analytics to predict airline maintenance scheduling

[32] 2017 Reported the evolution of PdM-related solutions in a Big Data environment

PdM-related studies focused on equipment vibration and temperature monitoring [23],
systemic failure of electric power transformers [24], remaining useful life prediction for
machining equipment [25], optimization of maintenance decision variables [26], fault di-
agnosis [27], car maintenance [30], airline maintenance scheduling [31], and wind turbine
maintenance [32]. Moreover, we examined existing cloud solutions for implementing
PdM in a cloud-based ML module. The results show that cloud computing solutions offer
convenient tools for users to analyze their equipment data and develop maintenance strate-
gies. Recently, PdM has been employed for maintaining textile manufacturing equipment,
including sewing machines [33], textile machines [34], and maintenance scheduling [35].
Existing studies used fuzzy logic [35], statistical methods [36], and data mining to predict
textile equipment failure. Some studies have indicated that industry 4.0 can assistant
enterprises understand their maintenance and production activities [37]. Edge computing
has been employed in prognostic health management (PHM) from machinery producers’
or production management perspective [38,39].
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2. Preliminary Function
2.1. Linear Regression

Linear regression is a linear productive approach for modeling the relationship be-
tween independent and dependent variables. It is expressed as follows:

ŷi = β̂0j +
k

∑
j=1

xj β̂1j + εi, (1)

where y is the i-th independent value, x the i-th dependent value, B0 the intercept, B1 the
regression slope coefficient from a sample of k data points, and ε the error.

2.2. Least Absolute Shrinkage Selector Operator Regression

The least absolute shrinkage selector operator (LASSO) is a regression analysis algo-
rithm that performs regularization and variable selection to increase prediction accuracy. It
is expressed as follows:

B̂lasso
= argmin

N
∑

i=1

(
yi − B0 −

p
∑

j=1
xijBj

)2

subject to =
p
∑

j=1

∣∣Bj
∣∣ ≤ t,

(2)

where yi is the i-th observation value on the target variable from n data points, xij the

vector of feature measurement for explanatory variables p, and B̂lasso the LASSO estimator.
LASSO regression minimizes the residual sum of squares, and L1 regularization is the
penalty term in LASSO regression.

2.3. Ridge Regression

Ridge regression is a method used to estimate the correlations between predictor and
observation variables. Its cost function is calculated by adding a penalty equivalent to
the square of the magnitude of coefficients. The ridge estimates of coefficients are similar
to those of LASSO regression. The difference between these two forms of regression is
the regularization penalty term: Ridge regression uses an L2 regularization penalty term,
whereas LASSO regression uses an L1 penalty term. The equation for ridge regression is
listed below:

B̂ridge
= argmin

N
∑

i=1

(
yi − B0 −

p
∑

j=1
xijBj

)2

subject to =
p
∑

j=1
B2

j ≤ t
(3)

where yi is the i-th observation value on the target variable from the n data points, xij the
vector of feature measurement for explanatory variables p, and β the estimator. Ridge re-

gression minimizes the residual sum of squares, and B̂ridge is the ridge regression estimate.

2.4. Elastic Net Regression

Elastic net is a regularized regression method similar to LASSO and ridge regression.
Penalty calculation is the difference between elastic net and other two algorithms. Elastic
net employs the aggregation of the L1 and L2 penalties of LASSO and ridge regression,
respectively.

B̂elastic
= argmin

N
∑

i=1

(
yi − B0 −

p
∑

j=1
xijBj

)2

subject to =
p
∑

j=1
B2

j ≤ t +
p
∑

j=1

∣∣Bj
∣∣ ≤ t

(4)
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3. Method

In this study, we employed the standard knowledge discovery in database (KDD)
process to analyze equipment data. KDD is a standard procedure used to obtain valuable in-
formation from imported data; it involves data collection and preprocessing, data modeling,
model evaluation, and knowledge deployment (Figure 5). Previous studies reported that
KDD has considerable potential for manufacturing by applying different ML algorithms in
multiple stages of KDD. Therefore, it can provide better insights into processes, allowing
for predicting unqualified products and machine failure for preventive maintenance [37].
There is considerable interest and a recent trend to use data mining KDD in various areas,
including manufacturing and logistics; it has shown considerable impact on manufacturing
processes. The proliferation of IIoT applications in this area has far-reaching implications
in industrial data analytics. Usually, the KDD procedure is executed on a local server. To
improve the use of data computing, we herein run the KDD procedure on a cloud platform.
The functions of each KDD stage are then packaged as an API library; thus, it can support
real-time and automation analytics. The real-time equipment data are then submitted to
the cloud, and then KDD automatically processes each stage with different algorithms.
Compared with the local server, the proposed framework can be applied on a timely basis
to diverse databases and different types of source platforms using API communication. In
this study, to enhance the quality of the weaving preparation process, equipment data from
a textile process were used in processing, analysis, evaluation, and deployment steps.
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3.1. Data Model

The Enterprise resource planning (ERP) system comprises the production management
module. The complex equipment setting parameter integrates into the ERP system with
multiple attributes. Material, equipment, finished good data were collected and stored in
the manufacturing process data warehouse of the ERP system. For the original data, each
column comprised hybrid properties; thus, we are required to parse the original column
data and split them into individual properties. Duplicate and incorrect data exist in the
original ERP database, which may lead to data entry errors in data analytics. Duplicate
or incorrect raw data were removed before data analytics. Figure 6 shows the data model
of the equipment data after initial processing, and each manufacturing process has two
entity types: equipment and material. There are six conception entities, including warping
equipment, warping material, sizing equipment, sizing material, beaming equipment, and
beaming material).
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3.2. Original Data Preprocessing

Data from textile manufacturing processes are complex because they come from a
diverse range of equipment used in multiple manufacturing processes. The original data
must be processed, and its attributes are identified using the extract–transform–load (ETL)
method. ETL refers to the data preprocessing approach in which original data are corrected
and cleaned, and their formats are confirmed. First, we extracted equipment data from
an ERP system. These data were transformed in a machine-readable format. Regular
expressions (regex) were then used to split the aggregated attributes of equipment data
(e.g., “0020/24N Navy Blue“) as individual attributes. For example, the yarn specification
attribute is the aggregate of three independent attributes: denier, fiber base, and material.
Then, the features of the ML model were selected from disaggregated, preprocessed data.

3.3. Data Training-Regression Analysis

In this study, we demonstrate different regression algorithms used to predict textile
equipment settings. Regression-based classification and clustering algorithms are the
primary ML approaches for regression analysis, which is the primary predictive method in
which ML and statistical approaches are combined to predict continuous outcomes for tar-
get variables because of a set of predictor variables. Linear regression is a classical method
for predicting target variables. LASSO, Ridge, and Elastic Net are used to improve the
performance of linear models. LASSO is used to solve overfitting problems in linear models
and eliminate the features. Ridge is used to eliminate unnecessary features in predicting
targets. Elastic Net integrates feature coefficient reduction from a Ridge model and feature
elimination from Lasso and to improve prediction performance. Each regression algorithm
has advantages and disadvantages. This study presents diverse regression algorithms
to analyze complex manufacturing data. The applications of regression analysis in PdM
include the remaining useful lifetime predictions. Since the target variables are continuous,
linear, LASSO, ridge, and elastic net regression can be used to predict equipment settings
for textile manufacturing.

3.4. Model Deployment

Model deployment is the last step of the KDD procedure. A model can be deployed in
different types, such as functions. Most studies have provided trained models as a function
for users to further use such as making the maintenance recommendation. Users call
functions in the programming language used by the developer; thus, the use of the function
relies on a specific programming language (e.g., Python plugin and MATLAB libraries). To
improve the use of the trained model developed herein, it was deployed as API, which can
be used with different programming languages. API is an interactive interface between
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multiple software. It is a communication medium between users and developers. Users
can use any programming language to access APIs without considering the programming
language used by the developer. For example, when a developer uses C# to create an API
and deploy it on the server, a user or other applications developed can access the API
through Swift or Java. The trained model herein is deployed as a PdM API on the cloud.
The history database is imported to the KDD procedure by preprocessing and ML. For the
trained model deployed as API, once the equipment data are submitted, the user can use
the API in the web form or mobile application for data analysis. The data analysis process
is completely automated after sending the analysis requirement to the server-side through
API. The submission is detected using the server-side process and automatically mapped to
a calculation workflow that specifies task types (e.g., preprocess and ML training modules)
as per the message from the API. The server-side sends a response, i.e., the equipment
setting information as analysis result, to the client-side. Equipment data can be imported
to the cloud to improve textile quality by predicting equipment settings. Herein, the Flask
framework used to build the trained model is API with Python language. In the beginning,
we build the API Server and import the Flask plugin in our PdM project. Next, we initialize
the PdM API and configure the API type, query and response data format, and name.
The trained model is packaged as the core function for the API used while it receives the
client-side sent requirement. Finally, the API waits for the core function response to the
result and sends the response messages to the client side (See Figure 7).
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Herein, we used Python to create the proposed PdM APIs based on the representa-
tional state transfer (REST) pattern for the web. RESTful APIs use commands to obtain
resources. The state of a resource at any given timestamp is called a resource representation.
RESTful APIs have different execution types: “GET”, “PUT”, “POST”, or “DELETE”. The
function “GET” retrieves information, “PUT” passes information, changes the state of
or updates information, “POST” passes and creates resources, and “DELETE” deletes
information. The proposed APIs can be managed using the Swagger platform. The PdM
APIs allow users to directly access trained models through Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) and provide an efficient approach for users to programmatically query the analytic
results rather than rely on browser-based interfaces. For a common API design, the user
can send a request for API with HTTP media-type and respond to the information. Herein,
we consistently use the JSON format as the API response format. It can be extensively
employed in web or mobile applications.

4. Experiments

A large textile manufacturing enterprise was selected as a representative use case.
Data from equipment used for weaving preparation (warping, sizing, and beaming) were
used as a training dataset for predicting product quality.

4.1. Use Case

A case study was conducted to investigate the requirements of a practical textile
factory. Hence, we selected a leading textile manufacturing company as a case study
(referred to herein as “the use case”). The use case is the largest nylon manufacturer in Asia.
They own integrated manufacturing technologies and advanced production facilities and
produce nylon-based products, filament yarns, and fabric products. They use advanced
manufacturing techniques and have a production capacity of up to 1600 tons per day
per plant. The use case is dedicated to quality management, environmental protection,
hygiene, and safety management. They hold quality certifications, including ISO 9001, ISO
14001, and the Global Recycling Standard. Tables 2 and 3 show the equipment scale and
production capacity of the use case, respectively.

Table 2. Production facilities of the use case.

Type Main Equipment

Polyamide Main Factory
� TMT automatic spinning and winding equipment.
� Six production lines in two plants

Weaving Plant � The drawing-in machines

Weaving and Dyeing Plant
� The dye weighting, resolving, and conveying system
� Automated color matching systems

Table 3. Production capacity of the use case.

Product Name Capacity Unit

Nylon Chip 580,000 ton/year
Filament Yarn 36,000 ton/year

Weaving 5,000,000 yards/month

Piece Dye 8,000,000 (Woven)
700,000 (Knitting)

yards/month
kg/month

Yarn Dye 250,000 kg/month
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4.2. Dataset Description

Our results show the application of ML to textile manufacturing. The dataset was ob-
tained from an ERP equipment database at the factories used as a case study. Tables 4 and 5
list the dataset and prediction targets, respectively. In particular, we examined the pre-
diction of yarn quality in the textile manufacturing process (i.e., warping, sizing, and
beaming). The training model was developed as a PdM API for the enterprise optimization
of equipment settings. The manufacturing dataset was the input, and the primary equip-
ment setting parameters were the predictive outcomes. Linear, lasso, ridge, and elastic net
regression were used to predict equipment settings from the input dataset. Manufacturing
data were separately analyzed at the warping, sizing, and beaming stages.

Table 4. Manufacturing dataset.

Filename
(.csv)

Size
(MB)

Number of
Columns

Number of Raw
Data Description

warpop 7.1 37 26,103 operation parameters in the warping process
sizeop 5 46 15,950 operation parameters in the sizing process

beamop 8.6 31 37,089 operation parameters in the beaming process
weaveop 50.9 25 161,821 operation parameters in the weaving process

Table 5. Target equipment setting parameters.

Process Name Description

warping

WARPSPEED The speed of warping
WARPPRES The tension of the Warper’s Beam
SSTENSION The tension of monofilament

WARPTENSION The tension of warping
HYDRATENSION The tension of hydraulic warping.

sizing

SIZINGSPEED The speed of sizing.
SIZINGBPRES The pressure of sizing

SIZINGATENSION The tension of sizing (roll-out)
SIZINGBTENSION The tension of sizing (winding)

CONSISTENCY The density of forming polymeric material
DENSITY The density of the sizing

beaming

BEAMSPEED The speed of beaming
BEAMATENSION The tension of roll-out
BEAMBTENSION The tension of winding
BEAMTENSION The tension of beaming

4.3. Evaluation Criteria

We used mean-squared error (MSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) to evaluate
prediction errors.

1. Mean-squared error

MSE is used to estimate errors by calculating the difference between the predicted and
actual values. Equation (5) shows the formula for MSE. The value is the average squared
error between the expected and actual values. MSE is considered a risk function, concerned
with the predicted squared error loss. It is extensively used as an estimator to predict
performance. It is the sum of squared distances between the target and predicted values. It
is a common metric for loss functions in regression analytics. Herein, MSE is used as the
loss function for estimating the prediction performance.

MSE =
1
m

m

∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2, (5)
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where a vector of m predictions is generated from a sample of k data points on all variables,
and y is the vector of observed values of the predicted variable, and y′ is the predicted value.

2. Mean absolute error

MAE is a measure of the absolute errors between predicted and actual values, where
each error has equal weight. MAE estimates the average magnitude of the differences in a
set of predictive values. Equation (6) shows the formula for MAE, where the value is the
average of the absolute difference between the predicted and actual values. Commonly,
MAE is used to assess the accuracy of continuous variable predictions. Herein, MAE is
employed to estimate prediction performance.

MAE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1
|yi − ŷi|, (6)

where a set of k predictions is generated from a sample of k data points on all variables, y
and y′ are the observed and predicted values, respectively.

3. K-fold cross-validation

Cross validation is a statistical approach commonly used to estimate the performance
of ML models. It is extensively used to compare and select a model for a given predictive
task by recursively resampling the dataset. In this study, we used the K-fold cross-validation
to evaluate the trained model because it reduces the possibility of bias from the data split.
The K-fold cross-validation recursively split an original set into several subgroups and
computes an average value across all partitions. Figure 8 shows the procedure for the
K-fold cross-validation.
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Herein, we used 10-fold cross-validation (K = 10). At every epoch, data are divided
into 10 subsets. Nine of the total subsets are used as the training dataset, and the remaining
subset is used as the test dataset. The training dataset is applied to the ML model, and the
test dataset is used to confirm the model performance using the selected evaluation metrics.
We used MSE to estimate the model performance of each epoch. A smaller MSE value
indicates less error between actual and predicted values, indicating improved predictive
performance. The average analysis result for each epoch can be used to represent the ML
model’s performance.
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5. Results

Herein, ML was employed in textile manufacturing. The results indicate how ML
analytics can be used to assist managers and machine operators for selecting equipment
parameters to improve product quality. A trained model was deployed as a RESTful API
in a cloud system for real-time analytics, and the results of the analysis could be displayed
on the cloud dashboard for PdM. The data analysis procedure involves data importing,
preprocessing, and selection, followed by model training, evaluation, and deployment.

5.1. Data Preprocessing and Feature Selection

We used data transformation techniques to process the original dataset. The contents
of raw data from the specified format must be parsed as the readable attribute. All
columns of the original dataset are processed. For example, if the content of an aggregated
yarn-related attribute is “0020/24N Navy Blue”, it can be split into separate variables
such as denier (value = 20), fiber base (value = 24), material (value = Nylon), and color
(value = Navy Blue). The expert label the preprocessed data as the features of PdM. Table 6
lists the preprocessed attributes included in the training dataset. Features are classified
into two categories: the common use and sizing only (GRANULARITY, WARPLENGTH,
WARPSTRIP, WARPLENGHT, and SIZINGLENGTH).

Table 6. Features of the training dataset.

Attribute Name Description Data Type Process Stage

1 WARPTOTAL The number of warp NUMBER

Warping
Sizing

Beaming

2 TOTALLENGTH The actual total length of warping NUMBER

3 THEORYLENGTH The theoretical total length of warping NUMBER

4 YARNSPECDENIM The denier number of yarn specification NUMBER

5 YARNSPECFIBERBASE The fiber number of yarn specification NUMBER

6 DENIM The theoretical denier number NUMBER

7 FIBERBASE The theoretical fiber number NUMBER

8 UNITWEIGHT The weight per unit NUMBER

9 GRANULARITY The granularity of yarn NUMBER

Sizing
10 WARPLENGTH The length of warp NUMBER

11 WARPSTRIP The length of beaming NUMBER

12 WARPLENGHT The length of the warping NUMBER

13 SIZINGLENGTH The length of the sizing NUMBER

5.2. Machine-Learning Modeling and Evaluation

Linear, LASSO, ridge, and elastic net regression algorithms are used with the pre-
processed data to predict equipment settings at the warping, sizing, and beaming stages.
Figure 9 shows the procedure of the K-fold cross-validation. Herein, 10-fold cross-validation
is used to evaluate the model.
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5.2.1. Warping Process Prediction

In the warping stage, the equipment manufacturing parameters include WARPSPEED,
WARPPRES, SSTENSION, WARPTENSION, and HYDRATENSION. Warping equipment
includes important components, such as the warper beam, headstock, and creel. Control-
ling the warping equipment tension and speed is important for textile quality. Relevant
manufacturing parameters include warping speed and tension, warper beam tension,
monofilament tension, and hydraulic warping tension. Tables 7–10 list the evaluations
of equipment manufacturing predictions for the warping process. The results show that
linear regression has the lowest prediction error for the warping process; its average MSE
and MAE are 0.05 and 0.13, respectively.

Table 7. Linear regression results for the warping process.

Parameters MSE MAE

WARPSPEED 0.05441 0.19

WARPPRES 0.00074 0.02

SSTENSION 0.00347 0.03

WARPTENSION 0.03161 0.11

HYDRATENSION 0.01704 0.08

Table 8. Lasso regression results for the warping process.

Parameters MSE MAE

WARPSPEED 0.05720 0.18

WARPPRES 0.00085 0.02

SSTENSION 0.02379 0.13

WARPTENSION 0.06067 0.17

HYDRATENSION 0.04003 0.14

Table 9. Ridge regression results for the warping process.

Parameters MSE MAE

WARPSPEED 0.05503 0.17

WARPPRES 0.00077 0.02

SSTENSION 0.00387 0.04

WARPTENSION 0.06067 0.01

HYDRATENSION 0.01689 0.08
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Table 10. Elastic net results for the warping process.

Parameters MSE MAE

WARPSPEED 0.05730 0.18

WARPPRES 0.00084 0.02

SSTENSION 0.02370 0.13

WARPTENSION 0.06032 0.17

HYDRATENSION 0.03911 0.13

5.2.2. Sizing Process Prediction

Sizing equipment has a drying component, headstock, and creel. Parameters, includ-
ing the density and type of polymeric material used, sizing pressure, and rolling tension,
can affect fabric quality at this stage in the production process. The equipment parameters
used herein include SIZINGSPEED, SIZINGBPRES, DENSITY, CONSISTENCY, SIZIN-
GATENSION, and SIZINGBTENSION, thus relating to the control of sizing speed, sizing
pressure, sizing tension (roll-out), sizing tension (winding), the density of film-forming
polymeric material, and density of sizing, respectively. Tables 11–14 list the evaluations of
the equipment setting predictions for the sizing process. Linear regression demonstrated
the lowest prediction error for the sizing process with average MSE and MAE of 0.05 and
0.13, respectively.

Table 11. Linear regression results for the sizing process.

Parameters MSE MAE

SIZINGSPEED 0.05162 0.19

SIZINGBPRES 0.05851 0.21

DENSITY 0.00171 0.02

CONSISTENCY 0.00085 0.02

SIZINGATENSION 0.00422 0.04

SIZINGBTENSION 0.00611 0.05

Table 12. Lasso regression results for the sizing process.

Parameters MSE MAE

SIZINGSPEED 0.07731 0.24

SIZINGBPRES 0.07120 0.25

DENSITY 0.00202 0.03

CONSISTENCY 0.00124 0.02

SIZINGATENSION 0.00821 0.07

SIZINGBTENSION 0.01160 0.09
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Table 13. Ridge regression results for the sizing process.

Parameters MSE MAE

SIZINGSPEED 0.05270 0.19

SIZINGBPRES 0.06080 0.21

DENSITY 0.00170 0.02

CONSISTENCY 0.00084 0.02

SIZINGATENSION 0.00482 0.05

SIZINGBTENSION 0.06980 0.06

Table 14. Elastic Net results for the sizing process.

Parameters MSE MAE

SIZINGSPEED 0.07701 0.24

SIZINGBPRES 0.07111 0.24

DENSITY 0.00201 0.03

CONSISTENCY 0.00123 0.03

SIZINGATENSION 0.00814 0.07

SIZINGBTENSION 0.01157 0.09

5.2.3. Beaming Process Prediction

The beaming process involves winding the full width of the warp yarns in a single
winding operation onto the warper beam. Yarns can be wound from the creel or warper
beam to form a single beam. Beaming is a cohesion process in textile manufacturing, which
includes winding and rolling. Equipment parameters for the beaming stage include BEAM-
SPEED, BEAMATENSION, BEAMBTENSION, and BEAMTENSION, relating to beaming
speed and tension, roll-out tension, and winding tension, respectively. Tables 15–18 list the
evaluations of the equipment manufacturing predictions for the beaming process. Linear
regression demonstrated the lowest prediction error for the beaming process, with average
MSE and MAE of 0.05 and 0.13, respectively.

Table 15. Linear regression results for the beaming process.

Parameters MSE MAE

BEAMSPEED 0.00723 0.07

BEAMATENSION 0.00072 0.01

BEAMBTENSION 0.00071 0.01

BEAMTENSION 0.00056 0.01

Table 16. Lasso regression results for the beaming process.

Parameters MSE MAE

BEAMSPEED 0.00790 0.08

BEAMATENSION 0.00085 0.01

BEAMBTENSION 0.00088 0.01

BEAMTENSION 0.00153 0.03
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Table 17. Ridge regression results for the beaming process.

Parameters MSE MAE

BEAMSPEED 0.00735 0.07

BEAMATENSION 0.00075 0.01

BEAMBTENSION 0.00075 0.01

BEAMTENSION 0.00080 0.01

Table 18. Elastic Net results for the beaming process.

Parameters MSE MAE

BEAMSPEED 0.00780 0.08

BEAMATENSION 0.00084 0.01

BEAMBTENSION 0.00087 0.01

BEAMTENSION 0.00150 0.03

5.3. Trained Model Deployment

The trained model in this study can be deployed as a RESTful API on a cloud platform,
and equipment data can be uploaded from the edge to the cloud. The trained API analyzes
the imported data and displays the results (Figure 10). The API can be used to import data
from the edge into the trained model where a manager can use it to predict equipment
settings and make quality management decisions in the cloud. This combination of data
connectivity, real-time analytics, and data visualization offers users access to real-time
analytics anytime anywhere. The trained model can be used not only in the proposed
cloud implementation but also in third-party IoT systems.
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6. Discussion

Herein, we demonstrate the application of ML algorithms in textile quality PdM
by optimizing equipment settings in the warping, beaming, and sizing processes. API
can be deployed in the cloud for further use and has extensive application in the current
cloud system, current ERP, and third-party platforms. IIoT World, a global consulting
company, has reported on the importance of IIoT and data integration [40]. Both McKinsey
and IDC highlighted the challenges of data interoperability and integration [41]. This
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study implements data analytics and cloud-based integration with improved predictive
performance. However, there is a requirement for advanced technologies in competitive
textile industries to address problems in the production line. Machine vision and edge com-
puting can increase the efficiency of textile manufacturing processes, tackling challenges,
such as visible/invisible defect detection in textile products, to save costs and improve
operating ime.

6.1. Potential of Machine Vision

This study optimizes equipment settings for weaving preparation processes, including
warping, beaming, and sizing, where product quality relies on the equipment settings.
However, other textile manufacturing processes, such as weaving, heavily rely on product
specifications, including the warp and weft structure, proportions of raw materials, and
product strength. Visible or invisible anomalies can occur in textile products because
of the manufacturing process (e.g., dyeing, weaving, knitting) or raw materials. Such
product defects can incur additional manufacturing costs. In certain stages of the textile
manufacturing process, textile quality depends on operator examination, which is tedious.
Machine vision can provide imaging-based hardware and software analysis to capture,
process, and analyze images; moreover, it has been used for quality control in textile
manufacturing processes [42,43]. Machine vision tools that can automatically determine
product quality based on the image of the fabric’s construction can reduce human error
and operating time.

6.2. Use of Edge Computing

An ML model was deployed in the cloud as an API; data can be uploaded and
analyzed using a cloud-based computing analytics service. Many IIoT applications employ
a cloud data center as a central server for processing data. For textile manufacturing, cloud
computing is not suitable for all practical manufacturing problems; edge computing may
be more suitable in certain situations. Edge computing is predicated on moving certain
computational loads toward the edge of the network to harness computational capabilities
currently untapped in edge nodes such as base stations, routers, and switches [44]. Edge
computing can assist equipment in making autonomous setting decisions based on anomaly
detection and assessments of product quality. In certain manufacturing processes, where
anomaly detection currently relies on the inspection of the product by an operator, machine
vision can be implemented by edge computing to provide rapid responses for production
line problems. In 5G communication technology, vision is the primary application for
edge computing. Certain researchers have reported that edge computing can be used
for continuous manufacturing processes such as weaving in fiber production and textile
manufacturing [44,45].

7. Conclusions

IoT is transforming multiple fields, including the textile manufacturing industry. IIoT
is concerned with industrial frameworks in which several devices or pieces of equip-
ment are connected and synchronized using gateway software in human-to-machine and
machine-to-machine communications. Recently, IIoT applications in PdM have attracted
considerable attention from enterprises [46]. In this study, we surveyed PdM-related litera-
ture, examining results from 3697 publications associated with PdM and related studies.
We used descriptive statistics, PoP, to analyze studies from 2010 to 2019 in Google Scholar.
The PdM-related concept has rapidly developed across diverse manufacturing applications,
including quality management, scheduling, facility management, and capacity optimiza-
tion. PdM-related studies are highly cited. Most studies focused on building ML models
to address PdM challenges, whereas only a few studies have examined the deployment
and validation. The primary IoT consulting company has reported manufacturing op-
eration and production asset management in IoT applications to be cloud deployment
of IoT software and vertical IIoT platforms [11]. For practical and research applications,
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sustainable use of a trained model is important for data analytics in a range of industries.
We demonstrated a complete data analytics process based on the standard KDD procedure
for a practical textile manufacturing use case. We built an ML model and deployed the
trained model as a PdM API on a cloud platform. The PdM API can be integrated with
third-party platforms and used for ML analysis workflows. Quality management is impor-
tant in the textile industry. Substandard textile products are discarded, requiring the entire
manufacturing process to be repeated to achieve certified quality management. In this
study, data analytics was employed to achieve PdM associated with quality management.
The production line could produce high-quality products by optimizing equipment settings
in warping, beaming, and sizing processes. The equipment data were preprocessed, and
the features of the preprocessed data were selected by professionals using strong domain
knowledge. ML algorithms were applied to the equipment data to predict equipment
settings required to optimize product quality. The results demonstrate that linear regression
had significantly less error than other regression approaches. The trained model could
enable optimized equipment management to improve quality management. Many consult-
ing institutions emphasized the importance of PdM. Herein, we conducted a case study
for textile manufacturing to demonstrate data analytics and developed a PdM API that
provides users cloud-based alternatives to on-premise infrastructure such that enterprises
can avoid poor quality and high return and defect rates.

7.1. Study Limitation

Domain knowledge and experience are important for complex manufacturing pro-
cesses. Usually, equipment setting is the responsibility of senior operators and managers
who are familiar with raw materials, product quality evaluation, equipment settings, and
anomaly detection. The explainable ability of data is determined by the professionals’
knowledge and experience. This study is limited by the size of data samples and the nature
of the industry. Larger equipment data will be used for data analytics in future studies.

7.2. Future Work

Intelligent manufacturing is a production line trend for the manufacturing indus-
try [46–48]. Manufactured textiles and related products, such as face masks and clothes, are
commonly used. The quality of raw materials and WIP affect the quality of finished goods.
Adequate integration of ML and ICT is a prerequisite to meet the rapid increase in the
complexity of textile manufacturing processes. The textile industry is labor-intensive. The
industry has been severely affected by the COVID-19 pandemic because of the increased
demand for face masks. Recently, the global spread of COVID-19 has impacted the textile
industry supply chain. Textile manufacturing is important in face mask production. In this
study, we developed a real-time data analysis model to predict equipment settings in textile
manufacturing. The automation of equipment settings can increase the production effi-
ciency and product quality for the stable supply of textile products to face mask producers.
Face mask producers can timely control the supply of textile products. Advanced automa-
tion and intelligent analysis technologies can improve manufacturing efficiency, reducing
the impact of sudden events (e.g., disease and natural disaster). The fuzzy assessment
approach is employed to ensure sustainable manufacturing in factories [47]. The litera-
ture shows that ICT technologies provide contactless operations to maintain sustainable
manufacturing without interruptions. Compared with traditional human operations, ICT
technologies provide less human operations, which reduces the risk of immense contact
restrictions during the COVID-19 pandemic [48]. In this study, we deployed a trained
model as PdM API, a convenient interface to programmatically query and interact with
equipment databases based on REST patterns for the web. A RESTful API provides a
transaction to create several small modules. Each module addresses an underlying part of
the transaction. This modularity makes the function utilization is quite flexible. Amazon
S3, Microsoft Azure, OpenStack Swift, and other primary service providers support the
models for developers. Most APIs, including Azure REST and Facebook APIs, follow the
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REST pattern design. Based on RESTful designs, the proposed PdM APIs can extensively
deploy HTTP infrastructure and related standards. The design provides an efficient flexible
interface for users and developers who are not familiar with the programming language
or server side programming language. Note that studies will address additional textile
manufacturing cases and develop API and web services for additional efficient manufac-
turing management to manage complex textile manufacturing processes in future. We
shall implement intelligent control using dynamically virtualized and scalable resources
provided as a service over the Internet.

To summarize, the various items of equipment or raw materials influence equipment
settings in textile manufacturing processes. Herein, we employed mathematical and
statistical methods to address production challenges in textile manufacturing. Few studies
investigated PdM for the quality management of textile products. Recently, other tools have
been used to predict yarn quality and seam quality. This study demonstrates a PdM model
using ML methods to optimize equipment settings in textile manufacturing processes.
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